MILITARY REHABILITATION AND COMPENSATION (MRCA TREATMENT PRINCIPLES – MRCA ACCESS PAYMENT INCREASE) INSTRUMENT 2006

Instrument 2006 No.M37

The Military Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission determines, under subsection 286 (2) of the Military Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 2004 (Act), that the MRCA Treatment Principles made under paragraph 286 (1)(a) of the Act are varied in accordance with the schedule.

Dated 15th December 2006

The Seal of the Military Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission was affixed hereto in the presence of:

MARK SULLIVAN CHAIR

SIMON HARRINGTON MEMBER

Federal Register of Legislative Instruments F2007L00086
[1] **Name of Instrument**

This Instrument is the Military Rehabilitation and Compensation (MRCA Treatment Principles – MRCA Access Payment Increase) Instrument 2006.

[2] **Commencement**

When this Instrument is registered on the Federal Register of Legislative Instruments it is taken to have commenced on 1 November 2006.

[3] **Variation of the MRCA Treatment Principles**

Schedule 1 varies the MRCA Treatment Principles.
Schedule 1  Variations

[4]  Paragraph 1.4.1 ("MRCA Access Payment")

*omit:*

$4.00
$5.50

*substitute, respectively:*

$4.20
$5.75